Data analytics, the science of analyzing raw data is widely being used in a broad range of applications to make effective, efficient and timely decisions in the real-time prediction problems. Analytics requires the user to have an in-depth knowledge about the various steps involved in the process for arriving at the conclusions. Hence, to make it easier for the naïve users, Data Analytics and Reporting API (DARAPI) provides Analytics as a Service in the form of an Application Programming Interface (API) has been proposed. DARAPI is aimed to ease the process of analyzing the data by the users without requiring their expertise in the field. It accepts the input file from the user and performs pre-processing techniques at various stages including imputation of missing data, detection and replacement of outliers, encoding of categorical variables, and etc. Furthermore, feature engineering is performed, based on which DARAPI will execute the different classification/regression models and finally delivers the model which provides the best accuracy for future predictions. This entire system is rendered to the user in the form of an API that can be called from any device that is Internet enabled. DARAPI stands unique with its embedded feedback mechanism which generates constructive input for future predictions. This feature enhances the performance of the system in comparison with the existing tools. DARAPI proves beneficial not only to the naïve users but also to the experts by saving their time and efforts needed in understanding the data.
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1. Introduction

Over the last few decades, data analytics and machine learning have become buzzwords in the IT world. The majority of businesses have refocused their efforts and are investing heavily on machine learning and data analytics. Although technology is rapidly advancing, it is difficult to master and can produce inaccurate results if it is being utilized incorrectly [24]. Intelligent software and devices, on the other hand, will gradually take over the technology sector as time and technology mature. Analytics as a Service is offered to assist developers in integrating machine learning and data analytics into their products.

Big data analytics is a growing research area in computer science and a variety of other fields around the globe. It has had a lot of success in a wide range of applications. This includes topics such as social media, economy, finance, healthcare, agriculture, and etc. To deliver big data predictive analytics solutions, several machine learning approaches are used [1]. A reporting API is a general reporting method where web apps use to make reports available in a consistent manner based on numerous platform features and to make appropriate decisions based on the prediction [20].

The science of getting computers to learn and act based on data, without being programmed explicitly is known as machine learning. Data analytics refers to the process of using prior data to gain insights into data [27-28].

The primary goal of DARAPI is to provide data analytics interface for the amateur users to work with ease. Though, there are various tools available for the process of analysing and visualizing data, they require prior knowledge of the user to operate the tool and to decipher the results. In addition, the rigidity in usage of the existing tools poses a difficulty. As a result, to aid developers to integrate machine learning and data analytics into their products, a tailor-made Data Analytics and Reporting API (DARAPI) is proposed with the goal of efficiently utilising the time and resources. Through its intuitive usability and precise results, this aids naive and expert users in analysing and acquiring insights about the data.

From this research, the main contributions are as follows,

1 Most of the business organizations require skilled professionals for data analytics to make decisions. Hence, to enhance and improve the productivity of the business organizations, a Data Analytics tool (DARAPI) is proposed that does not demand skilled professionals.

2 Though some data analytics tools provide easy user interface for the users, this is limited by the technical support price. Thus, to enable amateur users to master the functionalities of the tool, a simple, cost-free and easy-to-understand user interface is designed.

3 The users are restricted from customizing the functioning of the data analytic tool for their specific needs and they are not given flexibility in choosing the target variable. Hence, the system with a number of data pre-processing tools, which allow the users to modify and rearrange the data to meet their needs and to give freedom to the users in selecting the target variable and the features of their choice to build the model, is designed.

2. Related Works

Data analytics is rapidly becoming a vital tool in numerous areas, including healthcare, robotics, and many others. There are four forms of data analytics: descriptive, diagnostic, predictive, and prescriptive analysis. Prescriptive analysis is used in health care to achieve the best results and make better judgments. Muneeswaran et al. [19] discussed that big data enables data analysts to acquire and retain data from resources more efficiently. Sarker [30] suggested that the digital world has a huge amount of data in this age of the Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR or Industry 4.0), such as Internet of Things (IoT) data, cyber security data, mobile data, business data, social media data, health data, and so on. Pathak et al. [23] discussed both the principles and the tools employed in the field of data science and data analytics.

Wieringa et al. [35] suggested that data can be viewed as the new lifeline for the economy, yet privacy issues limit its usage, leading to a common perception that data analytics and privacy are contradictory. Moorthi et al. [18] studied that the data’s characteristics are growing and changing day by day. Delen and Demirkan [4] discussed that many firms are turning to ser-
vice-oriented decision support systems (DSS on the cloud) to help them become more agile where Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) helps to commoditize business processes, architectures and infrastructures. In the era of e-learning platforms, data analytics techniques in education give unrivalled potential to help students. In this context, Elfeky and Elbyaly [7] proposed a learning management system (LMS) as a platform allowing the learners to record their activities in order to investigate data types that are specific to the academic environment and improve their learning experience. In various fields of data application, data analytics has shown its value in knowledge discovery and decision assistance. Zul kernine et al. [36] proposed a conceptual architecture for Cloud-based Analytics-as-a-Service (CLAaaS), a big data analytics service provisioning platform in the cloud, based on the taxonomy and an analysis of existing analytic software and systems. A machine learning algorithm (MLA) is a method or tool for assisting with big data analytics (BDA) of applications. Rahul et al. [26] examined the various challenges that machine learning tools and technologies face, as well as the present state of industry adoption. Kumar et al. [16] focused on the use of several parameters in machine learning approaches like k-nearest neighbours (KNN), Naïve Bayes, support vector machine (SVM), decision trees, and random forest.

Chong et al. [3] proposed machine learning models to find the best combination of feature subsets and prediction algorithms for predicting activity class from hip-based raw acceleration data. Hodge and Austin [10] discussed the importance of detecting and dealing with the outliers and other applications in which outlier detection plays a significant role in providing insights about the multiple technologies existing for handling the outliers. Jijo and Abdulazeez [12] discussed a detailed approach based on supervised machine learning algorithms that use externally supplied examples to form broad hypotheses and then make predictions about future cases.

Khalid et al. [13] investigated certain commonly used feature selection and feature extraction approaches to see how well they can be utilised to improve the performance of learning algorithms and, as a result, the predicted accuracy of classifiers. There are various ways for assessing the vast stream of data, as well as the whole life cycle of big data analysis and many practical applications for obtaining, processing, and analysing this massive data. Balusamy et al. [2] suggested many sorts of data analysis techniques that can be used in data analytics and explained the methodologies used in big data analysis, such as quantitative and qualitative analysis, as well as different forms of statistical analysis including A/B testing, correlation, and regression.

Sumbaly et al. [31] discussed the performance of decision tree data mining technique for the breast cancer diagnosis problem using the Wisconsin Breast Cancer Dataset (WBCD). The findings demonstrate that J48 classifiers with feature selection are a superior approach for breast cancer detection with accuracy of 94.5637%. In another research on the WBCD dataset, Ojha and Goel [21] investigated the performance of several clustering and classification techniques. The results indicate that classification algorithms outperform clustering methods in predicting the outcomes. The decision tree (C5.0) and SVM were the best predictors on the holdout sample, with 81% accuracy whereas c-means had the lowest accuracy rate 37% among the algorithms.

Salama et al. [29] discussed the fusion of Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) and Decision Tree J48 classifiers with features selection using WEKA data analytics tool for the WBC datasets which outperforms the other classifiers for predictive analysis. Uzut and Buyrukoglu [34] proposed the prediction of real estate prices using data mining algorithms and compare multiple data mining algorithms for real estate price prediction, such as linear regression, random forest, and gradient boosting. The results indicate that gradient boosting algorithm provided the highest performance for the real estate price prediction.

Dutta et al. [6] discussed the cost prediction of health insurance for the general public using different regression methods such as Decision Tree Regression, Random Forest, Linear Regression, and Polynomial Regression. By comparing all these results, the best model was found to be Random Forest regression with 0.862533 Coefficient of determination (R2_score), 2.12 Mean Squared Error (MSE) score and 4604.86 Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) scores. According to the previous works, the required features for the training phase are not chosen based on the impact percentage of the features on the data set. Table 1 discusses the strengths and limitations of some of the related works.
Table 1
Strengths and limitations of some of the related works

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Methodology</th>
<th>Strengths</th>
<th>Limitations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sumbaly et al. [31]</td>
<td>- Decision Tree Data Mining Technique (J48)</td>
<td>- Breast cancer detection with accuracy of 94.5637%.</td>
<td>- All the data sets utilised here are conventional, other raw data sets can be used.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- PCA is used to transform possible correlated variables into uncorrelated variables.</td>
<td>- Deciding an appropriate number of principal components to represent feature space is critical.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ojha and Goel [21]</td>
<td>- Clustering algorithms (K-means, EM, PAM and Fuzzy c-means) &amp; Classification algorithms (SVM, C5.0 Decision Tree, KNN and Naïve Bayes)</td>
<td>- Classification algorithms are better predictor than clustering algorithms.</td>
<td>- A feature selection strategy such as Correlation-based Feature Selector can be used to minimize the computation overhead of huge data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- The classification algorithms, C5.0 and SVM have shown 81% accuracy (better than clustering algorithms).</td>
<td>- Classification models and clustering models evaluated on different datasets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salama et al. [29]</td>
<td>- Decision tree (J48), Multi-Layer Perception (MLP), Naïve Bayes (NB), Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO), and Instance Based for K-Nearest neighbor (IBK) with PCA</td>
<td>- The fusion of MLP, J48, SMO and IBK is superior to the other classifiers in WPBC dataset.</td>
<td>- For all datasets, no one multi-classifier fusion level or combination is superior.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Avoided the &quot;curse of dimensionality,&quot; by using the optimal feature set while reducing the redundancy of feature space.</td>
<td>- Utilising more layers of fusion classifiers does not imply greater accuracy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- For any breast cancer dataset, substituting mean or median values for instances with missing values may achieve improved accuracies rather than eliminating it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buyrukoglu [34]</td>
<td>- Random Forest, Linear Regression and Gradient Boosting</td>
<td>- Gradient boosting method delivered the best performance for real estate price prediction.</td>
<td>- Predicting the most efficient property pricing for real estate customers in terms of their budgets is critical.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Various metrics such as MAE, RMSE, MSE are used for comparison.</td>
<td>- Future prices have to be projected by examining recent market trends and price ranges, as well as forthcoming changes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dutta et al. [6]</td>
<td>- Decision tree, random forest, polynomial regression, and linear regression.</td>
<td>- Lasso Regularization has been used to reduce model complexity and prevent over-fitting.</td>
<td>- Dataset can be extended and Deep learning can be used.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Random Forest Regressor was found to be the best model was found to bewith 0.862533 R2_score, 2.12 MSE score and 4604.86 RMSE scores.</td>
<td>- Difficult to anticipate a patient’s health-care costs solely based on clinical data. Previous health-care costs are the strongest predictor of future costs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thus, the focus of this proposed research is to test the generalizability of various datasets, such as the Wisconsin breast cancer dataset, Mobile price range dataset, Health insurance dataset, and Boston house pricing dataset, on the Data analytics and reporting API which uses exclusive feature selection and data visualisation techniques for analysing the predictive performance for various datasets.
3. Survey of Data Analytics Tools and Reporting API

The Reporting API allows you to access report data in Data Analytics through programmatic ways. It’s used to create custom dashboards that show Analytics data as well as assisting in the automation of time-consuming reporting tasks. In recent years, demand for machine learning expertise has grown faster than supply. To close this gap, Machine Learning-as-a-Service (MLaaS) acts as an umbrella term encompassing a variety of cloud-based platforms that addresses a wide range of infrastructure concerns, including data pre-processing, model training, and model assessment, as well as prediction [17]. Four notable cloud MLaaS services that enable quick model training and deployment are Amazon Machine Learning, Azure Machine Learning, Google AI Platform, and IBM Watson Machine Learning [33].

Amazon Web Services (AWS) provides easy to use interface for the users with the array of analytics products. AWS offers a comprehensive set of managed services to help us rapidly and easily create, protect, and scale end-to-end big data applications. AWS offers an ecosystem of analytical tools that are particularly built to manage the increasing amount of data and provide insight into one’s organisation. However, AWS is limited by the technical support fee to be paid and security issues [32].

Azure Machine learning is a platform that offers MLaaS developed by Microsoft. It gives a lot of choices for creating data-driven machine learning models. Azure Machine Learning, as a Microsoft MLaaS platform, allows for simple model deployment via a cloud web service. However, it necessitates previous understanding of machine learning, making it only accessible to advanced users rather than beginners [14]. Furthermore, the unimposing user interface makes it tough for people to use.

Google Analytics is a free online statistic monitoring tool that delivers a vast amount of data about a website’s performance. It allows website writers and marketers to collect an excessive quantity of data about their website, their users, and the advertising they perform, and then alter that data in predefined ways by those who created the reporting component [11].

4. System Design

Many open-source data mining tools and applications, such as, Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis (WEKA), R-Programming, Konstanz Information Miner (KNIME), Orange, and etc, are now accessible for usage. These software and applications provide a collection of methodologies and algorithms that aid in data analytics. Data visualization, decision trees, cluster analysis, predictive analytics, regression analysis, text mining, and other tasks are made easier using these technologies. For data analytics, these free tools are also extensively used [8-9]. These tools, on the other hand, have drawbacks in that they don’t allow the user to choose the target variable. The development of this proposed work was inspired by the implementation approaches and the shortcomings of the above tools.

On IBM Cloud Pak® for Data, IBM Watson® Studio allows data scientists, developers, and analysts to create, execute, and manage Artificial Intelligence (AI) models, as well as enhance decisions. Watson Analytics entry into the realm of analytical software products gives customers access to new features not seen in many other applications [22].

The majority of these digital tools provide application programming interfaces (APIs) or allow delimited file export. As a result, a team may combine a lot of the data in Statistical Analysis System (SAS) Visual Analytics for high-level analysis and reporting [15]. According to the literature, the Google Analytics Reporting API v4 allows users to create custom dashboards to show Google Analytics data using the Google Analytics Reporting API, which saves time by automating complicated reporting processes and also connects user’s Google Analytics data to other software applications. This API is used to retrieve the actual Google Analytics data to generate reports in different contexts, as the name implies. This is the most basic and important API [25].

4.1. System Architecture

Figure 1 describes the architecture of the proposed system.
The system architecture has three components. They are as follows:
1. Front End Web App
2. Back End and Web Framework
3. Hosting Database and Storage.

React.js is used for developing the User Interface of the system. It accepts input from the user and forwards it to flask through axios. Flask, a Python-based web framework, accepts the data from the API and performs the required operations on the MongoDB. If it is a GET API, the data is fetched from the MongoDB in Python and it is passed to the React.js code in JSON format. The JSON data is parsed to retrieve the required data. Similarly, for a POST API, the data is sent in the JSON format to flask in Python and required acknowledgement is provided back.

4.2. Work Flow

The proposed system begins with data collection and then moves on to data visualization, preprocessing, feature selection, training and finally ends with final predictions. This work flow is explained in Figure 2.
There are four features of the Web-App. It includes Exclusive feature selection techniques, Data visualization, Outlier analysis and detection and Predictor model with best accuracy. Figure 3 describes the features of the Web-App and its components.

Figure 3
Modules of the proposed system

5. Methodology

Step 1: The user first logs-in to the system as shown in Figure 4. When the user enters the username and password into the login page, a request is made from React.js to flask, which starts a local development server. The server provides access to the user if the pair exists in the NoSQL database i.e., the MongoDB and also displays the profile page to the user as depicted in Figure 5.
Exclusive feature selection techniques, Data Analytics for Analyzing Enormous Volumes of Data and Making Decisions

There are four features of the Web-App. It includes:

- The user first logs-in to the system as shown in Figure 6. The user has to press the upload button to store the dataset in the MongoDB with the same name as detected while browsing. Currently, the system supports only Comma Separated Values (CSV) files.

**Step 4:** Then, the user is directed to a description page, where the details of the features should be provided as shown in Figure 7.

**Figure 7**
Feature description page

For each feature, the user has to select if it is continuous or categorical in nature. Categorical variables are data types that may be split into categories based on some qualitative feature. Genders, ages, educational levels, and blood types are examples of categorical data that emerge regularly in real-life applications. Continuous variables can have an infinite number of values between the lowest and highest points of measurement. Continuous data such as height, weight, and temperature are common examples.

Based on the attribute’s relation to the dataset, the user has the freedom to choose whether the attribute is categorical or continuous in nature. There are no limitations for choosing the number of categorical and continuous features [5].

**Step 5:** The graphical depiction of information and data is known as data visualization. Data visualization tools make it easy to examine and comprehend trends, outliers, and patterns in data by employing visual elements like graphs and charts. Data visualization tools and technologies are critical in the Big Data analytics for analyzing enormous volumes of data and making decisions.

Different visualizations, such as the box plots and the histogram plots of all the features, are displayed in the Dataset Visualization page as illustrated in Figure 8,
which follows the description page. The plots are generated through the Seaborn and Matplotlib libraries in Python, which is called via Flask. This outlier visualization through box plot and histogram describes the distribution of data in the dataset.

**Step 6:** An outlier is a value in a random sampling from a population that deviates abnormally from other values. It helps data analysts to distinguish between normal and abnormal observations. The mode, median, and mean values are replaced for the extreme values in outlier replacement.

In addition to the visualizations, the system provides the list of features containing outliers which are calculated by taking the intersection of outlier records produced by Inter-Quartile Range (IQR) method and isolation forest method as given in Figure 9.

For handling the outliers, the user is provided with the following options:

1. **Proceed without any changes**
2. **Replace the outliers:**
   a. Replace with mean
   b. Replace with nearest quartile
3. **Drop outliers**

Figure 8
Data visualization page

Figure 9
Outlier analysis page
**Step 7:** Datasets, after executing the respective outlier handling technique, are generated for future processing.

**Step 8:** Further, the user is prompted to select the target feature out of all the attributes displayed as shown in Figure 10.

![Figure 10](image)

**Step 9:** The importance of each feature, in predicting the target, is calculated based on the nature of the input features and the target feature as shown in Table 2. The Python code, which contains the calculations and final results, is called through flask while loading the page.

**Table 2**
Selection of feature importance algorithm based on the nature of the features

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl. No.</th>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Regression</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Linear Support Vector Machine</td>
<td>Linear Regression</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Random Forest Classifier</td>
<td>Random Forest Regressor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Decision Tree</td>
<td>Gradient Boosting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Adaptive Gradient Boosting</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Step 10:** The features, along with their importance scores, are displayed in order to allow the user to select the required features for the training phase as depicted in Figure 11. The importance of each feature over the target is shown in percentage in the feature selection page. The features of a dataset are selected based on the impact percentage of the features on the dataset.

**Step 11:** After feature selection, the user needs to click on the ‘Train the model’ button to train different models with the refined dataset. Classification algorithms are used if the target feature is categorical in nature and Regression algorithms are used if the target feature is continuous in nature. A combination of primitive and ensemble algorithms has been chosen with the goal of developing a prototype. The different types of algorithms invoked are discussed in Table 3.

**Table 3**
Different types of algorithms used in the proposed system

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl. No.</th>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td>Pearson’s Correlation (p-test)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td>Categorical</td>
<td>ANOVA f-regression (f-test)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Categorical</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td>ANOVA f-regression (f-test)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Categorical</td>
<td>Categorical</td>
<td>Chi-Squared</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Continuous and Categorical (Mixed)</td>
<td>Continuous / Categorical</td>
<td>Combination of above methods</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The dataset is first scaled using a Standard Scaler. Then, it is divided into a train set and test set using 70:30 ratios respectively. Further, the Scikit-Learn machine learning models are imported and trained using the train dataset. The trained model is tested using the test dataset and the corresponding accuracy scores are stored in a data frame. These scores are parsed in the flask and then, forwarded to React.js for display.

**Step 12:** The test score of each algorithm is displayed and the model with the best accuracy is used for future predictions as shown in Figure 12.

**Step 13:** The classification or regression estimator yields the prediction value. Estimator is an object that fits a model based on input data (i.e., training data) and performs specific calculations on new, unseen data. Further, the user can enter the values for the selected set of features for prediction as depicted in Figure 13. On clicking the predict button, a Python code is called through flask. It executes the predictor which has the best accuracy, for the given set of input values of the features and finally generates the prediction output. This output is carried forward from flask to React.js for display purpose.
Step 14: Throughout the process, all the valuable details such as choice of feature selection algorithm, choice of handling of outliers, number of categorical features, number of continuous features, types of all the features, best machine learning algorithm chosen, etc. are stored in the MongoDB collection for further use.

If a dataset with similar characteristics is provided as an input in future, the previously stored information is used for automating the decisions straight away instead of processing all the possible options. This way, the execution time is reduced and the system efficiency is improved. It shows the embedded feedback mechanism of the system.

6. Results and Discussions

The proposed system has been tested with different types of datasets, which includes the following:

6.1. Wisconsin Breast Cancer Dataset

The Wisconsin Breast Cancer Dataset is used for predicting if the cancer is malignant or benign in the patients based on various biomarkers like radius, perimeter of cancer cells, etc. It has 32 attributes in total, out of which, 31 input attributes are continuous in nature and one target attribute is categorical in nature. The attributes which are present in the dataset are: Id, Radius mean, Texture mean, Perimeter mean, Area mean, Smoothness mean, Compactness mean, Concavity mean, Concave points mean, Fractal dimension mean, Radius se, Texture se, Perimeter se, Area se, Smoothness se, Compactness se, Concavity se, Concave points se, Symmetry se, Fractal dimension se, Texture worst, Perimeter worst, Area worst, Smoothness worst, Compactness worst, Concavity worst, Concave points worst, Symmetry worst, Fractal dimension worst, Symmetry mean, Radius worst and Diagnosis (Target).

As shown in Figure 14, in DARAPI, Wisconsin breast cancer dataset is uploaded, after choosing the nature of the features (categorical or continuous), the data visualization is displayed through box plot and histogram. For handling the outliers, ‘Proceed without any changes’ is been selected in the available list of options. After executing the respective outlier handling technique, it is generated for further processing. Diagnosis is selected as the target in the target selection page, followed by selection of required features for the training phase, which is chosen based on the impact percentage of the features on the dataset. Classification algorithms that are used as the target feature is categorical in nature. The Wisconsin Breast Cancer dataset is a binary classification problem with a high degree of correlation. As the correlation increases, so does the accuracy. The test score of each algorithm is displayed and Linear support vector machine is the model with highest accuracy of 95%.
6.2. Mobile Price Range Dataset

The Mobile Price Range Dataset is used for predicting the price range within which a mobile phone price is likely to fall based on various parameters such as RAM size, 3G, 4G, Bluetooth facilities, etc. The dataset has 21 features in total, out of which, 6 input features and 1 target feature are categorical in nature, and 14 input features are continuous in nature.

As shown in Figure 15, in DARAPI, Mobile price range dataset is uploaded, after choosing the nature of the features. The attributes which are present in the dataset are: Battery power, Blue, Clock speed, Dual sim, Fc, Four g, Int memory, M deep, Mobile wt, N cores, pc, Pixel height, Pixel width, RAM, Screen height, Screen weight, Talk time, Three g, Touch screen, WIFI and Price range (Target).

As shown in Figure 15, in DARAPI, Mobile price range dataset is uploaded, after choosing the nature of the features. The attributes which are present in the dataset are: Battery power, Blue, Clock speed, Dual sim, Fc, Four g, Int memory, M deep, Mobile wt, N cores, pc, Pixel height, Pixel width, RAM, Screen height, Screen weight, Talk time, Three g, Touch screen, WIFI and Price range (Target).

As shown in Figure 15, in DARAPI, Mobile price range dataset is uploaded, after choosing the nature of the features. The attributes which are present in the dataset are: Battery power, Blue, Clock speed, Dual sim, Fc, Four g, Int memory, M deep, Mobile wt, N cores, pc, Pixel height, Pixel width, RAM, Screen height, Screen weight, Talk time, Three g, Touch screen, WIFI and Price range (Target).
features (categorical or continuous), the data visualization is displayed through box plot and histogram. For handling the outliers, ‘Replace the outliers’ is selected, where two outlier handling technique has been proceeded. Price range is selected as the target in the target selection page, followed by selection of required features for the training phase, which is chosen based on the impact percentage of the features on the dataset.

Classification algorithms are used as the target feature that is categorical in nature. For the ‘Replace with nearest quartile’ outlier handling technique, the test score of each algorithm is displayed and Random Forest is the model with highest accuracy of 90%.

For ‘Replace with mean’ outlier handling technique, the test score of each algorithm is displayed and Random Forest is the model with highest accuracy of 89%.

### 6.3. Health Insurance Dataset

The Health Insurance Dataset is used for predicting the insurance charges based on various details of the client. The dataset has 7 attributes in total, out of which, 2 input features and 1 target feature are continuous in nature. The attributes which are present in the dataset are: Age, Sex, BMI, Children, Smoker, region and Charges (Target).

As shown in Figure 16, in DARAPI, Health Insurance Dataset is uploaded, after choosing the nature of the features (categorical or continuous), the data visualization is displayed through box plot and histogram. For handling outliers, the option ‘Drop outliers’ is selected from the list of options. It is generated for further processing after the corresponding outlier handling technique has been executed. Charges is selected as the target in the target selection page and the selection of required features for the training phase is chosen based on the impact percentage of the features on the dataset. Regression algorithms are used as the target feature is continuous in nature. The test score of each algorithm is displayed and Linear regression is the model with highest accuracy of 75%.

#### Figure 16

Performance of DARAPI using Health Insurance Dataset

**Diagram:**

- **Dataset:** Health Insurance Dataset
- **Data visualization**
- **Outlier Technique selected:** Drop outliers
- **Target selection**
  - Charges

**List of features selected:**
1. Age
2. Sex
3. BMI
4. Children
5. Smoker

**Best Algorithm (High Accuracy)**
- Linear Regression: 75%

### 6.4. Boston House Pricing Dataset

The Boston House Pricing Dataset is used for predicting the medv of a house based on parameters like area, tax, crime rate, etc. The dataset has 14 features in total, out of which, 2 input features are categorical in nature and the remaining input features and the target features are continuous.

The attributes which are present in the dataset are: Crim, Zn, Indus, Chas, Nox, Rm, Age, Dis, Rad, Chas, Ptratio, B, Lstat and Medv (Target).

As shown in Figure 17, in DARAPI, Boston House Pricing Dataset is uploaded, after choosing the nature of the features (categorical or continuous), the data visualization is displayed through box plot and histogram. For handling outliers, the option ‘Drop outliers’ is selected from the list of options. It is generated for further processing after the corresponding outlier handling technique has been executed. Charges is selected as the target in the target selection page and the selection of required features for the training phase is chosen based on the impact percentage of the features on the dataset. Regression algorithms are used as the target feature is continuous in nature. The test score of each algorithm is displayed and Random Forest is the model with highest accuracy of 75%.
of the features (categorical or continuous), the data visualization is displayed through box plot and histogram. For handling the outliers, ‘Replace the outliers’ is selected, where two outlier handling technique has been proceeded. Medv is selected as the target in the target selection page, followed by selection of required features for the training phase, which is chosen based on the impact percentage of the features on the dataset. Classification algorithms are used as the target feature that is categorical in nature. For the ‘Replace with mean’ outlier handling technique, the test score of each algorithm is displayed and Linear Regression is the model with highest accuracy of 75%.

For ‘Replace with nearest quartile’ outlier handling technique, the test score of each algorithm is displayed and Gradient Boosting is the model with highest accuracy of 73%.

The size of the Boston House Pricing dataset is very small and it is a regression problem with the data points being completely numerical and diverse. As the diversity of the data increases, the correlation decreases, thus reducing the accuracy.

Table 4 shows the performance of DARAPI in terms of accuracy for different datasets, including the problem type of the processed dataset (classification or regression) and the outlier handling technique used for each.

**Table 4**
DARAPI performance in terms of accuracy for different datasets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl. No.</th>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Problem Type</th>
<th>Outlier Technique</th>
<th>Features Selected</th>
<th>Best Algorithm</th>
<th>Accuracy (in %)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Wisconsin Breast Cancer</td>
<td>Classification</td>
<td>Proceed without any changes</td>
<td>Concave points worst, perimeter worst, concave points mean, radius worst, perimeter mean, area worst, radius mean, area mean, concavity mean</td>
<td>Linear SVM</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Mobile Price Range</td>
<td>Classification</td>
<td>Replace with nearest quartile</td>
<td>RAM, Battery power, Pixel width, Pixel height</td>
<td>Random Forest</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Mobile Price Range</td>
<td>Classification</td>
<td>Replace with mean</td>
<td>RAM, Battery power, Pixel width, Pixel height</td>
<td>Random Forest</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Health Insurance</td>
<td>Regression</td>
<td>Drop outliers</td>
<td>Age, BMI, Children, Sex, Smoker</td>
<td>Linear Regression</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Boston House Pricing</td>
<td>Regression</td>
<td>Replace with mean</td>
<td>Rad, Chas, Lstat, RM</td>
<td>Linear Regression</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Boston House Pricing</td>
<td>Regression</td>
<td>Replace with nearest quartile</td>
<td>Rad, Chas, Lstat, RM</td>
<td>Gradient Boosting</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
dataset, features chosen for the training phase, and the best algorithm with its accuracy for each problem type. Table 5 summarizes the comparison of the features and the limitations of top few open-source data analytics tools with our proposed tool.

### Table 5
Comparison of open-source data analytics tools with the proposed work

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl. No.</th>
<th>Open-source Tool</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Limitations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1.      | WEKA             | - Machine learning techniques for data mining  
- Data pre-processing tools  
- Experiment scripting flexibility  
- Attribute selection and visualization  
- Independent and portable | - Memory constraints  
- Lack of proper documentation  
- Slightly slower execution  
- Poor database connectivity  
- Poor parameter optimization  
- weaker in classical statistics |
| 2.      | R                | - ML operations  
- Cross interoperability  
- Data wrangling  
- Impressive reports  
- Wide variety of packages  
- Provides graphical facilities for data analysis | - Difficult for novice users to comprehend  
- Inadequate documentation  
- Poor memory management  
- System is slow and insecure |
| 3.      | KNIME            | - intuitive user interface  
- Data mining, text mining  
- Business Intelligence  
- Works with Java runtime  
- Includes extensions for big data and bioinformatics  
- Supports all major operating systems | - Slower execution  
- Lower accuracy  
- Knowledge of R/Python is necessary  
- Visualization has to be improved  
- Memory utilization can be a concern |
| 4.      | Orange           | - Suitable for novice and experts  
- Shortest scripts  
- Easiest to learn  
- Add-ons for bio-informatics and text mining | - Suitable for smaller datasets  
- It is weak in classical statistics  
- No automatic parameter optimization of machine learning |
| 5.      | DARAPI (Our proposed tool) | - Simple user interface  
- Suitable for novice and experts  
- Data pre-processing tools  
- Data visualization  
- Attribute and target selection  
- Options for handling the outliers  
- Combination of primitive and ensemble algorithms for best accuracy  
- Embedded feedback mechanism | - Currently, the system supports only CSV files.  
- Does not support deep learning algorithms and hybrid models  
- Multiple datasets cannot be uploaded  
- Video and audio files are not supported |

7. Discussion of the Findings

The results obtained from testing DARAPI for four diverse datasets highlight the following features of the system that has enhanced the performance:

1. Feature selection technique is one of the most striking features of the system that adds immense value to the outcome. It displays the contribution of various features towards the selected target variable based on their nature (categorical or continuous). In the Mobile Price Range dataset, this feature selection technique is very apparent where the ‘ram’ adds over 98 percent to the final prediction, and thus provides a fairly high accuracy of 90%. Also, the feature selection mechanism gives the flexibility to the user to include features which are important by virtue.
Handling of outliers has proven to play a pivotal role in improving the performance of the prediction models. This is evident from the observations made while analyzing the Boston House Pricing dataset, where the accuracy increased from 73% to 75% upon changing the outlier handling technique. A similar trend can be seen in performances of Mobile Price Range dataset.

Machine Learning models are used for arriving at the best accuracy. This kind of an extensive analysis is useful in identifying which algorithm works best for a given type of dataset. Thus, it enables the data science researchers to further study and enhance the relation between data and machine learning algorithms.

8. Assumptions and Limitations

- DARAPI is equipped to accept the datasets only in CSV format as of now. Hence, all datasets are required to be converted into CSV format by the user manually before uploading.
- DARAPI is restricted to basic machine learning algorithms. It does not support deep learning algorithms and hybrid models.
- The API accepts only one dataset at a time. Multiple datasets cannot be uploaded at the same time to perform cross join operations. Hence, the user is required to merge the datasets and format them accordingly before uploading it, in case there are more than one data files.
- DARAPI is capable to work with text and numerical data only. Video and audio files are not supported.

9. Conclusion

The main focus of DARAPI is to save the user’s time and effort in analyzing the data by providing them with an easy-to-use analysis tool. This is ensured by the following features:

1. The DARAPI has been tested on diverse datasets which shows the generalizability of the proposed system.
2. From the results that are obtained, it is very clear that the system uses only that model which provides the best accuracy for the process of prediction. This improves the overall performance of the system.
3. In addition, the system is equipped with a variety of data pre-processing options, using which, the user can refine and restructure the data to fit his/her needs.
4. Moreover, the embedded feedback mechanism of the system captures the characteristics of the data and the choices made to reach the conclusion. Further, this information is used for taking direct decisions for similar datasets, therefore reducing the overall time taken for processing.

10. Future Scope

DARAPI has an exceptional feature that displays the correlation of the attributes present in the dataset to the target variable which allows the user to select or ignore a particular feature for building the model. The combination of these notable elements in DARAPI makes it suitable to be used for innumerable applications. Some of the applications are listed below:

1. Sales Prediction – The sales of various products sold in the mart across its stores in different locations is collected along with the attributes associated with each product. This data when fed to DARAPI, it can be used to find out the properties of a product, and store, which impacts the sales of a product.
2. Bank Credit Analysis – The huge volumes of credit data held by the banks is uploaded to the server. The model is built by the server and the built model can then be used by the bank to find if a customer is potentially liable to fraud in the future or not. This endpoint can also be used in the bank’s website, so that users can do a self-check of their eligibility.
3. Weather Prediction – Since the system can also predict continuous values (Regression), it can also be used in the prediction of weather conditions. In future, this system can be augmented with hybrid models which are built by combining the conventional algorithms. Deep learning techniques can also be integrated to improve the efficiency of the system. In order to improve the accuracy, data augmentation can be done as an extension to the current application. Further, the system can be enhanced to support image and video mining techniques and various other kinds of pre-processing approaches. This system is available as an open-source tool and can be accessed from its GitHub repository at any time from the link as given below. https://github.com/sspppaaa123/DARAPI/tree/e6ffebe108b-f8b19f951d7124205810854f91444
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